This paper is concerned with the construction of biorthogonal wavelet bases de ned on a union of parametric images of the unit d-cube. These bases are to satisfy certain requirements imposed by applications to a class of operator equations acting on such domains. This covers also elliptic boundary value problems although this study is primarily motivated by our previous analysis of wavelet methods for pseudo-di erential equations with special emphasis on boundary integral equations. In this case it is natural to model the boundary surface as a union of parametric images of the unit cube. It will be shown how to construct wavelet bases on the surface which are composed of wavelet bases de ned on each surface patch. Here the relevant properties are the validity of norm equivalences in certain ranges of Sobolev scales as well as appropriate moment conditions. Key Words: Biorthogonal wavelets, norm equivalences, boundary element methods, composite multiresolution, multiscale methods for partial di erential equations AMS subject classi cation: 65Y20, 68Q25, 65F35, 45L10, 65M99, 76D07 1 Motivation and Background
1 Motivation and Background
Introductory Remarks
The fact that, roughly speaking, the representation of certain (elliptic) operators and their inverses relative to appropriate wavelet bases are nearly sparse or even diagonal have initiateded numerous investigations of wavelet based methods for the numerical solution of various types of operator equations. For instance, the above mentioned near diagonality or more rigorously the fact that Sobolev norms are equivalent for a certain range to weighted sequence norms of wavelet coe cients give rise to (asymptotically optimal) preconditioning techniques DK, DPS, J, O] . The observation made in BCR] that for certain integral operators wavelet discretizations lead to fast matrix-vector multiplication has since initiated a number of further attempts to develop schemes of this type for the numerical treatment of equations involving operators with global kernels.
A few comments on the actual need of such further investigations are in order. The approach proposed in BCR] hinges on the availability of an appropriate wavelet basis.
For periodic problems as considered in BCR, DPS1, DPS2] a variety of such bases is indeed known. Furthermore, when, unlike the situation considered in BCR], the order of the operator is di erent from zero, which is for instance the case for the single layer potential or the hypersingular operator, the need for preconditioning enters the solution process putting further constraints on the bases. Finally, the issue of accuracy deserves some additional attention. BCR] addresses the question of realizing a matrixvector multiplication at the expense of roughly at most N log N operations, N being the size of the matrix, within some prescribed accuracy tolerance which at this point is independent of N though. However, when the matrix-vector multiplication becomes an ingredient of some (stable) numerical scheme for the solution of a corresponding operator equation it would not make sense to choose much smaller than the overall discretization error. Likewise when is large compared to the dicretization error the resolution of the scheme would be wasted and one could have used coarser discretizations and hence smaller systems in the rst place. Thus from a principal point of view, should be related to N and the basic question may then be formulated as follows:
Given some multiscale basis, is it possible to replace the sti ness matrix relative to this basis by some sparse matrix which is still well conditioned and has at most O(N) nonvanishing entries such that the solution of the sparse system still exhibits the same asymptotic convergence to the solution of the operator equation as the solution to the full discrete system? Meanwhile this question can, in principle, be answered for a wide range of operator equations including those of order di erent from zero and for various types of numerical schemes DPS1, DPS2, DPS, PS, PSS, S] . It can be shown that depending on the type of operator the various e ects can be balanced in such a way that one ends up with a scheme which is asymptotically optimal in the above sense provided that the wavelet basis satis es a number of conditions pertaining mainly to norm equivalences, regularity and moment conditions. In particular, it turns out that orthogonal bases are in many situations (whenever the order of the operator is less than one) not optimal. This suggests resorting to biorthogonal bases which permit realizing a su ciently high order of vanishing moments relative to the accuracy of the trial spaces.
All these requirements on the wavelet bases are relatively easy to ful l when the underlying domain is the full Euclidean space IR d or the torus. However, the situation changes drastically when dealing with more realistic domain geometries in which case very little is known about appropriate bases.
Thanks to numerous studies of wavelets on an interval AHJP, CDV, CQ, DKU] wavelet bases on cubes are also available. In this paper we shall show that suitable biorthogonal multiresolution spaces on cubes which satisfy certain boundary conditions can be composed via parametric lifting to bases on unions of parametric images of cubes. The resulting composite multiresolution spaces and wavelet bases are very appropriate for domain decomposition techniques.
The layout of this paper is as follows. We conclude this introductory section with some comments of the type of operator equations we have in mind. In particular we specify the requirements on the wavelets which cover a wide range of cases of practical interest.
In Section 2 wavelets on the interval are revisited where special attention is paid to boundary conditions. In Section 3 we discuss tensor products of such wavelets and their parametric lifting to composite domains. After establishing direct and inverse estimates we con rm the validity of norm equivalences for the range required for the equations considered before.
Some Operator Equations
Suppose that is a bounded domain or a manifold which admits the de nition of Sobolev spaces H s for a certain range of s. Speci where a b means that a < b and b < a and the latter relation says that b is bounded by a constant times a uniformly in any parameters on which a; b may depend. We wish to solve Au = f (1.2.2) for any given f 2 H ?t .
Now suppose that = f : 2 rg is a Riesz basis for L 2 ( ). Here the index usually has the form = (j; k) where j j := j refers to the scale which for simplicity will always correspond to a meshsize of order 2 ?j . The index k will generally again be comprised of several indices expressing the type of the wavelet and the location of its support. Of course, for practical purposes, all basis functions should be local, i.e., diam supp 2 ?j j . On the coarsest level j 0 the functions contain roughly speaking the polynomial parts and correspond to scaling functions.
It is known D2] that the Riesz basis property implies the existence of a dual Riesz basis~ , i.e., h ;~ 0i = ; 0; ; 0 2 r:
(1.2.3) Correspondingly, letS j := f~ : j j jg.
We will consider Galerkin schemes based on the trial spaces S j := span f : j j jg:
The following facts are well-known DPS]. (i) A c j A c j ?1 = O(1); j ! 1;
i.e., the compressed matrices are well-conditioned.
(ii) The number of nonzero entries of A c j is of the order dimS j .
(iii) The solution u c j of the compressed system A c j u c j = f j , f j := f2 ?tj j hf; i : j j jg exhibits still an asymptotically optimal convergence order, i. This Theorem describes the ideal situation and will serve as a guide line for the subsequent constructions. In summary we conclude that wavelet bases satisfying (1.2.5) for ;~ > 1 would provide a suitable tool for a wide class of problems. In particular, this would cover the case of operators of order ?1. In the latter case it is furthermore important to realize a possibly high orderd of vanishing moments.
Domain Decomposition and Representation of Geometry
The requirements I,II formulated above are in general very hard to satisfy for arbitrary domains. However, whenever a domain admits a reasonable decomposition into parametric images of cubes we will show that it is possible to construct composit wavelet bases that (nearly) ful ll the above requirements. The following setting covers, in principle, a wide range of bounded domains in Euclidean space as well as closed surfaces imbedded in some higher dimensional Euclidean space. In view of boundary integral equations, two-dimensional surfaces in IR 3 deserve special attention and serve in fact as the primary motivation of the subsequent developments. Nevertheless, open manifolds such as bounded domains in Euclidean space, are covered as well.
Throughout the paper the manifold ? will be assumed to be a piecewise smooth manifold (with or without boundary) which is at least globally Lipschitz endowed with a metric g. Denoting The construction of depends crucially on the way the manifold ? is represented. Piecewise de ned parametric surface representations appear to o er most practicality and rest on the perhaps best developed concepts in Computer Aided Design. In the sequel we will always assume the following mathematical representation of ?. As above we denote by 2 = (0; 1) 2 the unit square which will serve as a xed parameter domain where for some n n 0 the i : IR n ! IR n 0 are smooth functions chosen in such a way that ? has a certain desired degree of global smoothness. Note that the patches ? i are not supposed to overlap ? i \ ? j = ;; i 6 = j;
(1.3.3) i.e., the di erent patches do not intersect. ? is said to be a C m -surface if there exist local C m reparametrizations, i.e., for any neighborhood N ?, say, such that N \ ? i 6 = ;, N \? j 6 = ;, there exists an a ne map , a neighborhood M 2 (2) and a function 2 C m (M) such that j 2\M = i ; j (2)\M = j ; (1.3.4) where is some regular reparametrization of (2). For our purposes it will be convenient to work with the following equivalent formulation. For any two i ; j such that := ? i \? j 6 = ; there exists a congruence j;i : 2 ! 2 and a regular reparametrization j;i of 2 such that j;i ( ?1 i ( )) = ( ?1 j ( )); @ i j ?1 i ( ) = @ j j;i i;j j ?1 i ( ) ; j j := 1 + + n m:
(1.3.5) In practical realizations for most of the patches the local reparametrizations can be chosen as the identity which means that (up to the congruences j;i ) the parametrizations join in a way that their coordinate functions are C m . The only places where nontrivial reparametrizations have to be employed is near singular vertices by which we mean vertices sharing a number of patches which is di erent from four. Depending on the genus of the surface such singular vertices may always have to occur. An interesting alternative is to enforce componentwise di erentiability everywhere at the expense of employing degenerate patch representations R2]. We also remark that in all practical realizations the parametrizations i are actually polynomial or piecewise polynomial with su ciently high componentwise smoothness.
We have chosen this setting since a variety of practical tools have been developed in the CAD community realizing such surfaces for essentially arbitrary topology. Speci cally, in HM, R1] a practicable concept for generating C 0 , C 1 and C 2 surfaces of arbitrary topology is developed employing only quadrilateral patches as required above. Moreover, these surfaces can be re ned by means of subdivision which therefore ts into the present context. Thus we may view a surface ? of the above type as the true target surface or as an approximation which could be successively improved if necessary.
Road Map
The above applications give rise to the following wish list: (i) Since the solution of (1.2.2) might be smooth on some of the patches ? i it will be important to realize any desired order d of exactness. Here order d of exactness means that the trial spaces satisfy estimates of the form (1.2.10). (ii) In some applications mentioned above it is important to make the orderd d of vanishing moments as high as one wishes independently of the exactness order d. This is closely related to the exactness order of the dual multiresolution spaces S j . (iii) In order to cover all the above mentioned cases (second order di erential operators, single layer, double layer or hypersingular operator) we wish to have the elements of and~ all be globally continuous. The above setting suggests the following approach. We will rst construct wavelet bases de ned on 2. On account of (ii), the concept of biorthogonal wavelets has to be employed. Such wavelet bases can be constructed by taking tensor products of wavelets on the unit interval 0; 1]. We will therefore make heavy use of some recent results from DKU] which are to some extent taylored to the present needs. Speci cally, for any d;d 2 IN, d +d even compactly supported primal and dual wavelets are available.
However, since the wavelets on 2 will have to be lifted to the patches ? i through the mappings i (iii) requires paying some attention to piecing the patch bases together. This will be facilitated by realizing certain boundary conditions for the bases on 0; 1]. Finally, the Riesz basis property and related norm equivalences will be established through proving direct and inverse estimates combined with general criteria from D2].
2 Biorthogonal Multiresolution with Boundary Conditions
Multiresolution Sequences
The common approach to biorthogonal multiresolution on 0; 1] begins with some dual pair ( ;~ ) of re nable functions, i.e., 
(2.1.10)
In the following d;d will be arbitrary as above but xed so that we can suppress them as indices and write brie y ;~ if there is no risk of confusion.
We will brie y recall next from DKU] pairs of generator bases j ;~ j which span multiresolution sequences of spaces S j ( 0; 1]),S j ( 0; 1]) which are exact of order d;d, respectively. These collections have the form
Setting g j;k] := 2 j=2 g(2 j ?k), the sets I j ,~ I j consist of the interior basis functions j;k] ,~ j;k] , k 2 I j ;~ I j , respectively, which do not interfere with the end points of the interval. Herẽ (2.1.13) To ensure that the interior functions are indeed fully supported in 0; 1],~has to be only boundeded from below by~ ~2 ; (2.1.14) (see (2.1.6). Similarly the collections X j = f X j;k : k 2 X j g;~ X j = f~ X j;k : k 2~ X j g where for X 2 fL; Rg it is not hard to verify the following symmetry relations which will be used frequently.
Remark 2.1.1 One has To make sure that the collections of boundary functions X j ,~ X j are separated we will assume in the following that The nestedness of the spaces S( 0 j ) and S(~ 0 j ) follows from the fact that also the boundary functions satisfy two-scale re nement relations whose exact format is given in DKU] . Of course, the re nement lters of the boundary functions di er from those of the interior functions. However, there are only niteley many of them, namely d;d for each end of the interval, respectively, and the lter coe cients are independent of the level j.
Nevertheless, in absence of translation invariance, it will be extremely convenient to view the collections 0 j or~ 0 j as (column) vectors whose entries are the respective basis functions. More generally, we will extend this convention in a canonical way to any other collections of functions or in some Hilbert space H with inner product h ; i which will arise below. Speci cally, h ; i := (h ; i) 2 ; 2 will denote a matrix. Thus the collection on the right side is treated as a row vectors.
Accordingly, h ; i is a column or row vector when or , respectively, consist of only one element. Likewise the fact that, due to re nability, each j;k can be written as a linear combinations of elements in 0 j+1 can be conveniently expressed by a matrix relation between 0 j and 0 j+1 (and likewise for the collections~ 0 j ) of the following form
(2.1.27)
Thus the ith column of M 0 j;0 ,M 0 j;0 consists of the lter or mask coe cients of the ith element of 0 j ,~ 0 j , respectively. As mentioned above the dependence of the re nement matrices M 0 j;0 ,M j;0 'on j is very weak in the sense that there are only nitely many di erent coe cients, whose numbering but not their values depend on j. In fact, the re nement matrices have a stationary interior block which grows with j and an upper left and lower right block of xed size which corresponds to the boundary functions. Moreover, these blocks are symmetric in that the lower right block is obtained from the upper left one by reversing the order of rows and columns which is an immediate consequence of Remark 2.1.1. Again see DKU] for details. Due to the boundary modi cations, the collections 0 j and~ 0 j are no longer biorthogonal. However, it has been shown in DKU] that these collections can always be biorthogonalized, a fact we shall make essential use of. In DKU] this has been realized by a change of basis in~ 0 j . Here we will depart somewhat from this strategy in order to deal with additional requirements concerning boundary conditions. To describe this, note rst that by construction the interior functions in I j and~ I j are still biorthogonal. Therefore they will be left essentially untouched and it su ces to con ne the change of bases to the collections of boundary functions. Since generallyd d we will always tacitly assume in the sequel that the primal collections X j , X 2 fL; Rg, are extended by the corresponding numberd ? d interior functions to match the size of~ X j . To formulate the main observation we recall from DKU2, DS] the following facts.
Proposition 2.1.2 The matrices T X := h X j ;~ X j i are independent of j. Moreover, one has det T X 6 = 0; det T 0 X 6 = 0; (2.1.28) where T 0 X is the submatrix of T X which is obtained by discarding the rst row and column.
Proposition 2.1.3 There existd d matrices C X ,C X , for X 2 fL; Rg, independent of j j 0 such that the collections X;j := C X X j ;~ X;j :=C X;j~ X j ; (2.1.29) satisfy h X;j ;~ X;j i = I; X 2 fL; Rg:
(2.1.30) Denoting the sets of new boundary functions as X;j = f j;k : k 2 X j g;~ X;j = f~ j;k : k 2 X j g; where for any matrix M the matrix which is obtained by reversing the order of rows and columns of M is denoted by M l . where (e 1 ) i = 1;i is the rst coordinate vector. By de nition (2.1.29) and (2.1.40), one has to nd a constant b such that 
(2.1.44) Remark 2.1.2 It immediately follows from (2.1.37) and Remark 2.1.1 that the biorthogonalized boundary functions in X;j ;~ X;j inherit the symmetry properties from Remark 2.1.1.
It is now easy to derive from the re nement relations of the collections 0 j ;~ 0 j the re nement matrices for the biorthogonalized bases j ;~ j (see Remark 3.3.1 below or DKU]). >From Remark 2.1.2, (2.1.37) and (2.1.10) one concludes that that is, the re nement relation of basis functions vanishing at the boundary involve only basis functions on the next ner scale which also vanish at the boundary.
We conclude this section with a simple example.
Piecewise constants, d = 1:
First note that, in view of (2.1.6), in this case we can choose~=d so that`= 1 = d and Remark 2.2.1 By (2.1.33), (2.1.34), the collections j = f j; : 2 2 j g;~ j = f~ j; : 2 2 j g; 
de nes an inner product which is equivalent to the canonical one on ? in the sense that corresponding norms are equivalent.
Clearly, the bases j ;~ j are still re nable. We shall identify next the corresponding global re nement matrices. They are given by (M ? j;0 ) ; = (M j;0 ) k;k 0; = (q(k 0 )) 2 2 j+1; ; = (q(k)) 2 2 j; : (2.2.11) we will employ similar principles below in the tensor product case.
Wavelets and Boundary Conditions 3.1 Biorthogonal Wavelets and Symmetry
While it is fairly easy to construct composite biorthogonal generator bases ? j ;~ ? j as indicated above, the question arises how to generate also biorthogonal wavelet bases de ned on ? which are also continuous on ?. First we recall from DKU2] that for any d +d evend d and corresponding biorthogonal generator bases j ;~ j as above one can construct wavelet bases j = f! j;k : k = 1; : : : 2 j g;~ j = f! j;k : k = 1; : : :; 2 j g; Thus both K j and K ?1 j are banded with band width independent of j. Moreover, one easily checks from the de nition of K j and (3.1.9) that K l j = K j ; (K ?1 j ) l = K ?1 j :
(3.1.14)
Thus de ning, M j;1 := H j;1 K ?1 j ;M j;1 :=H j;1 ; (3.1.15) we readily infer from (3.1.10) and (3.1.14) that (3.1.4) holds. Moreover, since by constructionH l j;1 =H j;1 and H l j;1 = H j;1 the assertion follows from (3.1.14) and (3.1.9).
In the sequel we will always refer to the symmetric version when dealing with (3.1.4) and (3.1.3).
Some Preliminary Remarks on Boundary Conditions
Returning to the composite generator bases constructed above a little thought reveals that dim S( ? j ) = 2 dim j ? 1; On the other hand, if all the wavelets in j vanished at 0 and 1 the above lifting technique ? j := j ?1 j ?1 would readily produce wavelets de ned on all of ? which are continuous and biorthogonal relative to the inner product (2.2.8). The following observation is an immediate consequence of the boundary relations (2.1.33) and (2.1.34).
Remark 3.2.1 The wavelet ! j;k vanishes at 0 (1) if and only if the rst (last) entry in the k-th column of M j;1 is zero. An analogous statement holds for~ j . Remark 3.2.2 Suppose that 0 j is a basis for some complement of S( j ) in S( j+1 ) and at least one element ! 2 0 j does not vanish at zero. Then there exists no basis of the complement S( 0 j ), that has all elements vanish at zero.
Proof: If there were a basis 00 j of S( 0 j ) whose elements vanish at zero the set f!g 00 j would be still linearly independent, since ! is the only function which does not vanish at zero, but still, by assumption, f!g 00 j S( 0 j ), which is a contradiction.
In fact, more can be said.
Remark 3.2.3 There exist no biorthogonal wavelet bases j ;~ j for the spaces S( j ), S(~ j ) as above such that all elements of j vanish at 0 and 1.
Proof: Suppose there exist biorthogonal wavelet bases j;0 ;~ j for the spaces j ;~ j above, such that all the elements in j;0 vanish at zero and one. The fact that the spaces S( j ); S(~ j ) satisfy certain direct and inverse estimates combined with the biorthogonality implies, on account of the results in D2], that the sets j 0 j j 0 j;0 ;~ j 0 j j 0~ j ;
form biorthogonal Riesz-bases for L 2 ( 0; 1]). On the other hand, (2.1.33) and (2.1.34) also imply that j;0 S( j+1;0 ); j j 0 ; is a Riesz-basis. Therefore the function j 0 ;`?d has a representation in this latter basis contradicting the fact that the collection j 0 S j j 0 j;0 is also a Riesz basis. On the other hand, the number of all wavelets that do not vanish at the end of the interval can always be limited.
Remark 3.2.4 Given j ,~ j and associated wavelet bases j ,~ j satisfying (3.1.2).
Then there always exists another pair of biorthogonal wavelet bases 0 j ,~ 0 j still satisfying (3.1.2), where only one element of 0 j does not vanish at zero and one, respectively. Moreover, one still has that diam(supp ! 0 j;k ) 2 ?j .
Proof: By assumption, j satis es (3.1.3). We wish to perform a change of basis where the size of the upper left and lower right blocks is independent of j and the interior block M I j;1 is stationary, i.e., it is a nite section of a biin nite matrix of the form (a k?2l ) k;l2ZZ whose size is proportional to 2 j . All nonzero entries of the rst (last) row of M j;1 are contained in the corner blocks M L (M R ). Let 2 IN be the smallest integer so that the rst (last) row has no nonzero entry with column index larger The above comments show that the task of forming continuous wavelets on the union of several curve segments from bases on the individual segments appears to be a bit more delicate. For the case d =d = 2 this was studied in JL] where successive projections are used. In the following we will present an approach that avoids glueing the wavelets across segment boundaries and where corresponding lters are obtained by local operations.
Remark 3.2.5 To this end, we will employ concepts developed in CDP]. The main idea is to determine rst some initial complement spaces between two successive spaces S( j ) and S( j+1 ), from which the desired complements spanned by biorthogonal wavelets will be generated with the aid of certain projections. The point is to perform this latter projection on the global composite spaces so that continuous functions are taken into continuous ones. This requires that the initial complements can easily be glued together which here means that they are spanned by functions which vanish at the end points of the interval. Although these initial complements will not correspond to biorthogonal bases they still should exhibit certain stability properties which we brie y describe rst.
Some Auxiliary Facts
As indicated above, we shall have to manipulate and vary complements between two successive multiresolution spaces. The necessary tools have been developed in CDP] (see also Sw] Although in all our applications the index sets j will be nite we remark that the results remain valid for in nite sets j as well where the corresponding matrix-vector operations are to be understood in the sense of absolute convergence. The notation and conventions made above for H = L 2 ( 0; 1]) will be employed in this more general in obious analogy. We are interested in determining some stable basis j = f j;k : k 2 r j g S( j+1 ) such that S( j+1 ) = S( j ) S ( j ) 
15) .
We will apply also the following special case where j =~ j H is also re nable, i.e.,~ 
Initial Complements with Boundary Conditions
We return now to multiresolution on 0; 1]. Combining biorthogonality and compact support, one can show that the collections j ;~ j are uniformly stable in the sense of (3.3.1) CDP, DKU]. We ultimately plan to apply Corollary 3.3.1 to construct biorthogonal wavelets on composite domains such as the curve considered above. In order to be able to patch complement bases de ned for the individual component spaces continuously together, we are lead by the observations in Section 3.1 to construct rst some initial stable completions M j;1 of M 0 j;0 such that the (uniformly stable) complement bases
Here we denote at this point by M 0 j;0 the re nement matrices of the collections 0 j prior to biorthogonalization (see (2.1.27)). We will consider rst a special case.
The Remark 3.4.1 Employing (3.1.9) and Remark 2.1.3 one easily con rms that the matrices M j ; G j all satisfy M l j = M j ; G l j = G j :
Continuous Wavelets on Composite Curves
We wish to apply the above results to the construction of globally continuous biorthogonal wavelets on curves. Since it su ces to consider just two adjacent arcs we return to the situation described in Section 2.2. For r j := f1; : : :; 2 j g let w(k) := 2 ?j (k ? 1 2 ); k 2 r j ;
and set r j; := (w(r j )); 2 f ; g:
De ning j; := ! j;k ; = (w(k)) 2 r j; ;
(3.5.1) we immediately infer from (3.4.19) that these functions are continuous on ? and span a complement of S( j ) in S( j+1 ). The corresponding stable completion M ? j;1 is also easily identi ed. In fact, we infer from Remark 3.2.1 that M j;1 from (3.4.17) satis es ( M j;1 )`? d;k = ( M j;1 ) 2 j+1 ?`(d)?`+d;k = 0; k 2 r j :
As a consequence there is no consistency problem when setting ( M ? j;1 ) ; = ( M j;1 ) k 0 ;k ; = (q(k 0 )) 2 2 j+1; ; = (w(k)) 2 r j; ; 2 f ; g: For the identi cation of the corresponding dual wavelets and their lters we refer to the discussion of corresponding construction for higher dimensional manifolds below.
Tensor Products
The next step is to take tensor products of the univariate constructions. This follows mostly canonical lines and one only has to x some notation. We will apply the following rules: Super-or subscripts 2 indicate quantities de ned on the unit n-cube 2 = 0; 1] n , usually obtained as tensor products. For instance, 2 j = j j . Likewise, k is to be understood as a multiindex k = (k 1 ; : : :; k n ) as soon as it is associated with a multivariate quantity. The wavelets require now a further index e 2 f0; 1g n , namely ! 2 j;e;k (x) = ! j;e 1 ;k 1 (x 1 ) ! j;en;kn (x n ); where ! 2 j;e;k = ( j;k ; k 2 j ; if e = 0; ! j;k ; k 2 r j ; if e = 1; and r j := f1; : : : ; 2 j g:
It will thererfore sometimes be convenient to write ! 2 j;0;k instead of 2 j;k , i.e., not to use an extra notation for the scaling functions.
The matrices M 2 j ; G 2 j are now naturally blocked into components M 2 j;e ; G 2 j;e , e 2 f0; 1g n , where (M 2 j;e ) k;k 0 = (M j;e 1 ) k 1 ;k 0 1 (M j;en ) kn;k 0 n ; (3.6.1) and M 2 j;1 is comprised of all the components M 2 j;e ; e 2 f0; 1g n n f0g, while M 2 j;0 is the re nement matrix of 2 j . Tensor products of functionals de ned on univariate functions are canonically de ned by their action on the respective variables. Interpreting the collections 2 j in this sense, we will make crucial use of the projectors Lemma 3.6.1 The projectors P 2 j have the following properties.
(i) Whenever k 2 2 j belongs to @ 2 j , then the quantities hf; 2 j;k i 2 depend only on values of f restricted to the intersection of all faces of 2 which k is associated with. In particular, one has that P 2 j interpolates at the vertices of 2, i.e., (P 2 j f)(e) = f(e); e 2 f0; 1g n :
(ii) When d > n=2 the projectors P 2 j have the following approximation properties
(3.6.3)
Proof: (i) is an immediate consequence of the de nition (3.4.13) of the functionals in j .
The basic idea for proving (ii) is also familiar. Only the fact that functionals in j are not all bounded on L 2 (2) deserves a little care. To this end, let j;k := supp 2 j;k ; j;k := fk 0 2 2 j : j;k \ j;k 0 6 = ;g; (2) ; (3.6.8) where the latter expression is the familiar dth order Sobolev semi-norm. Thus a straightforward scaling argument combined with (3.6.6), (3.6.7) and (3.6.8) implies that for every k 2 2 j there is a polynomial p 2 j;2 such that 2 ?jn=2 kf ? pk L1(^ j;k ) < 2 ?dj jfj H d (^ j;k ) :
Bearing the de nition of j;k and (3.6.4) in mind and substituting the latter estimate into (3.6.5), provides, upon summing over k 2 2 j , kf ? P 2 j fk 2 L 2 (2) < 2 ?2jd kfk H d (2) (3.6.9) which completes the proof.
De ne in analogy to (3.4.11) 3.6.18) and their adjoints (Q 2 j ) f := hf; 2 j i~ 2 j . Since the 2 j ;~ 2 j are uniformly stable, biorthogonal and consist of functions with compact support of geometrically decreasing diameter, one easily con rms that the Q 2 j and hence their adjoints are uniformly L 2 (2)-bounded. Hence one has kf ? Q 2 j fk L 2 (2) < inf (2) ; (3.6.19) and likewise for (Q 2 j ) . Recalling Lemma 3.6.1 and Lemma 3.6.2 and employing standard interpolation arguments (see also D2]) provides kf ? Q 2 j fk L 2 (2) < 2 ?js kfk H s (2) ; f 2 H s (2); 0 s d; (3.6.20) kf ? (Q 2 j ) fk L 2 (2) < 2 ?js kfk H s (2) ; f 2 H s (2); 0 s d :
By re nability of the dual collections~ 2 j one has Q 2 l Q 2 j = Q 2 l ; l j: On account of the inverse estimates in Lemma 3.6.3 and the direct estimates in (3.6.20 Proof: (4.1.2) follows from the smoothness and regularity of the parametrizations i .
The rest of the assertion is con rmed by interpolation arguments.
In analogy to Section 2. We will discuss next several possibilities of constructing composit multiresolution spaces and corresponding wavelets on ?.
The Patchwise Smooth Case
Im some applications mentioned in Section 1.2 the trial spaces need not be globally continuous, for instance, in connection with zero order operators such as the double layer potentials. Thus one can employ wavelet bases de ned on each patch individually. To this end, let j;i := 2 ?1 i ;~ j;i :=~ 2 ?1 i ; so that by (4.1.1) and (2. Proof: The fact that the Q j ; Q j are projectors follows from (4.2.5). Their uniform boundedness is a consequence of the uniform stability of the collections j ,~ j , which in turn follows as in the tensor product case from the local support property, the uniform boundedness of the norms of the basis functions and biorthogonality (see CDP, DKU2] x ( i (x))dx = 0; j j <d; j j j 0 ; e( ) 6 = 0; hold. Thus these bases have all the desired properties needed to treat zero order operators.
The advantage over (orthogonal) discontinuous multi-wavelets lies in the fact that the order of vanishing momentsd can be made large for xed order d of exactness. Moreover, since inside the patches ? i the trial functions are d?2 times di erentiable the dimension of the trial spaces grows at a signi cantly slower rate than for discontinuous trial functions when progressing to higher levels j.
Globally Continuous Wavelets
For instance, when dealing with second order di erential operators, the trial spaces and their multiscale decompositions should be continuous over ?. Of course points which geometrically coincide will be identi ed. Thus 2 j ; 2 j;i ; 2 0 j;i ; @2 0 j;i stand for all gridpoints on ?, the grid points on patch ? i , the grid points in the interior of patch ? i and the grid points located on the faces of the patches ? i , respectively. Each grid point in 2 j is identi ed by the patch number i and the corresponding parametric image of the point q(k); k 2 2 j . We collect this information in the index = (i; k) = i (q(k). For 2 2 j n @2 j the representation is unique. However, 2 @2 j may have several representations = i 1 (q(k 1 )) = = ir (q(k r )); (4.3.2) where r = r( ) is the number of patches ? i containing . We will always refer to this representation where of course r = 1 if 2 2 j n @2 j .
With these conventions in mind we de ne then j; (x) := 2 j;k ( ?1 i l (x)); x 2 ? i l ; l = 1; : : : ; r( ): Proof: Since by Lemma 3.6.1, for as above in (4.3.2), r = r( ), hf i 1 ; 2 j;k 1 i 2 = = hf ir ; 2 j;k r i 2 ; (4.3.11) and likewise for~ 2 j;k , we can de ne the collection of functionals ? j by identifying those functionals in the local collections de ned by hf; j;i i i := hf i ; 2 j i 2 which correspond to the same points in @2 j;i . We note then that P j f = hf; j i j which implies that P j maps C(?) onto S( j Proposition 4.3.1 For the matrices M ? j;0 ,M ? j;0 in (4.3.14) one has for 2 @2 j that (M ? j;0 ) ; ; (M ? j;0 ) ; 6 = 0 only if 2 2 j+1;l for which @2 j;i 2 j+1;l and Proof: (4.3.15) follows directly from the de nitions (4.3.3), (4.3.4) and (2.1.47).
As for (4.3.16), let = i (q(k)) 2 2 j;i . Then for x 2 ? i one has j; (x) = 2 j;k ( ?1 i (x)) = 
Concluding Remarks
The construction of wavelets on composite curves in Section 3.5 can readily be extended to sceletons of curves obtained in connection with domain decomposition. This provides convenient characterizations of trace norms on these curves.
When dealing with operators of order zero the patchwise smooth wavelet bases constructed in Section 4.2 have all the properties required by theory to provide schemes of optimal asymptotic complexity (see Requirements I,II Recall that 2t is the order of the operator (see (1.2.1)) and ;~ limit the regularity of the bases ;~ , respectively, whiled is the order of vanishing moments (1.2.9).
In particular, the family of biorthogonal spline multiresolution spaces allows us to realize an arbitrarily high orderd of vanishing moments (1.2.9) for any given order d of accuracy. In fact, one could employ di erent bases on each patch or one could use unisotropic re nements. The advantage over discontinuous multiwavelets is that the dimension of the trial spaces remains smaller for comparable accuracy, since the regularity of the wavelets inside each patch absorbes degrees of freedom.
The globally continuous wavelets constructed in Section 4.3 provide conforming discretizations for operators of nonnegative order, in particular, for second or higher order (with d large enough) elliptic di erential operators. By Theorem 4.3.2, they are not completely satisfactory for operators of order minus one since optimal preconditioning would require, on account of Theorem 1.2.1, that the equivalence (4.3.32) covers s = ?1=2. In general, however, we cannot expect a larger range than given in (4.3.32) because the Jacobians of the i may vary in a discontinuous way from patch to patch, so that duality relative to h ; i is generally di erent from duality relative to the canonical L 2 -inner product h ; i ? on ?. As a consequence the basis~ de ned by D f;~ E ? = D f;~ ? E may contain discontinuous functions along patch boundaries which do therefore not belong to H 1=2 (?). On the other hand, this de ciency arises only along the patch boundaries so that the negative e ect on condition numbers is expected to be rather mild.
We have not addressed yet the question of incorporating Dirichlet boundary conditions, which may arise when dealing with open manifolds. In this case the wavelet bases have to be further modi ed.
In summary, there seem to be principal limitations of the above approach re ected by the above remarks. The construction of bases providing norm equivalences of the from (4.3.32) for a larger range of s < 0 requires a proper characterization of Sobolev spaces on manifolds in terms of the patch decomposition. A systematic treatment of this issue and the construction of corresponding bases, including appropriate boundary conditions, are deferred to a forthcoming paper.
